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Flame Family 2016 Extension 1  

Release Notes 

Welcome to the first extension for the 2016 release of the following products:  

 Autodesk
®

 Flame
®

 Premium 

 Autodesk Flame 

 Autodesk Flare™ 

 Autodesk Flame Assist
®

 

 Autodesk Lustre
®

 

These release notes include important last minute information, a list of the bugs fixed in this release, as well 

as a list of known bugs.  

For details on the features of this 2016 Extension 1 release, see: 

 What's New in 2016 Extension 1  

 PDFs and other offline documentation formats  

 Video Tutorials on the Flame Premium Learning Channel  

System Requirements 

You will find the relevant system requirements for Flame Premium and Lustre in this document: see the 

System Requirements for Linux Workstations later in this document. Note that the DKU version is now at 

10.5.0. 

You will find the relevant system requirements for Flare, Flame Assist, and Burn at the following locations: 

 For Flare, see Flare system requirements. 

 For Flame Assist, see Flame Assist system requirements. 

 For Burn, see Burn system requirements. 

Also note that other Linux workstations running associated services, such as Wiretap Gateway or License 

server, must run at least RHEL or CentOS 6.2, since previous OS versions are no longer supported.  

http://docs.autodesk.com/flamepremium2016/files/whats_new.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/cf
http://www.youtube.com/flamehowtos
http://www.autodesk.com/flare-systemrequirements
http://www.autodesk.com/flameassist_system-requirements
http://knowledge.autodesk.com/article/System-requirements-for-Autodesk-Burn
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Important Information 

 In Extension 1, the EIZO CG318-4K monitor has been certified for use with the HP Z840 workstation. 

The monitor’s resolution is 4096x2160, and is only supported in single monitor configuration, when 

connected to the HP Z840 via DisplayPort 4K to an NVidia Quadro M6000. The workstation must also 

be using DKU version 10.5. 

 If you installed MediaReactor (from Drastic Technologies) and are seeing the media supported by 

MediaReactor getting truncated to 10 seconds or watermarked, then you are using MediaReactor 

without the proper license. Contact Drastic Technologies for licensing information. 

Upgrade Compatibility 

Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before upgrading to the 

current version. Autodesk recommends archiving your media and project data before you upgrade. 

Projects and Media Library  

Projects from previous versions are read-only.  

You can Convert or Convert and keep a copy your project from the Start Up screen. Once converted, the 

project becomes identical to a project created in the current version, with access to the libraries and the clips 

they contain. Once a project is converted, you can no longer open it in the application that originally created 

it; use Convert and keep a copy to keep a copy that remains accessible to the original application. You can 

also delete a project and its media as you would a native project, without having to first convert it. 

Archives  

Read-only.  

 Archives created in the current version cannot be restored in earlier versions of Creative Finishing 

applications. 

 Archives created in previous versions of Creative Finishing applications are read-only when restored to 

the current version. That is, you can restore an older archive in the current version, but you cannot 

append material to it; you must create a new archive. 

Users  

Incompatible. Create a user in the latest version. See the application’s Help for instructions. 

Setups 

Compatible (including most Sparks setups). 
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System Requirements for Linux Workstations 

Workstation BIOS 
RAM (GB) 

Minimum/Recommended 
Operating System DKU 

HP Z840 Workstation 

with NVIDIA M6000 

graphics card 

1.58 64/128 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.5 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP Z840 Workstation 

with NVIDIA K6000 

graphics card 

1.58 64/128 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.5 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP Z820 Workstation 

with NVIDIA K6000 

graphics card 

3.87 16 (48 for dual-GPU)/64 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP Z820 Workstation 

with NVIDIA Quadro 

6000 graphics card 

3.87 16 (32 for dual-GPU)/64 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP Z800 Workstation 

with NVIDIA Quadro 

6000 graphics card 

3.54 24 (36 for dual-GPU)/48 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP Z800 Workstation 

with NVIDIA Quadro 

FX5800 

3.54 24/48 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

HP xw8600 1.35 12/24 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 
10.5.0 

Note regarding Z840 BIOS version: This is the BIOS installed on new HP Z840 

workstations and on Z840 motherboard replacement sent out by Autodesk, starting 

September 2015. You do not have to upgrade the BIOS of existing Z840 workstations. 

But if you do upgrade the BIOS, there are new BIOS settings; follow the README 

included in the DKU package. 

AJA Firmware and Drivers 

The required driver and firmware combination for a given video card is based on the card’s model, not the 

actual workstation model. DKU 10.5.0 includes updated firmware for the AJA Kona 3G Quad. 

AJA Model Driver Firmware 

AJA Kona 4G 12.1.0-3 FPGA: 2015/03/30 13:39:32 

AJA Kona 3G Quad 12.1.0-3 FPGA: 2015/07/15 8:33:33 

AJA Kona 3 (OEM2K) 4.3-beta10 FPGA: 2009:11:06 
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Fixed Bugs: Common to All Platforms 

 Key Summary 

Action 

 SMOK-25014 Corruption and slowdown when using Modular Keyer in Action. 

 SMOK-26112 Software AA softness with 3D Shape is not reflected in the render result. 

 SMOK-27140 3D Text: Bevel is lost if the text is 'Separated'. 

 SMOK-27802 
Turning on Auto Key in Action does not turn Auto Key in the Modular Keyer but creates 

keyframes instead. 

 SMOK-29275 Priority Editor: Edited group jumps to top of list unexpectedly. 

 SMOK-29521 Timebar Range option no longer works in Action's Media FX Indirect modules. 

 SMOK-29748 Render output rounds the clip's height from odd to even. 

 SMOK-30225 
Entering Action with Use Back and exiting without making any change will invalidate 

render. 

 SMOK-30354 Light Decay - Numeric Range is too big. 

 SMOK-30612 Weird UV behavior with non-flat surfaces. 

 SMOK-30694 Bring back the "Back view" in CC/CW for color referencing purposes. 

 SMOK-31390 GMask Softness: add/ delete of vertex shifts the gradient point. 

 SMOK-31894 
Compatibility issues when converting Setups containing Modular Keyers from 2015x3 to 

2016. 

 SMOK-32148 Matchbox/Lightbox should support the Help link. 

 SMOK-32904 Adjusting ''Surface Blend Curve'' with Auto Key enabled crashes application. 

 SMOK-32987 IBL Reflection Cylindrical mapping is wrong. 

 SMOK-33340 No name in media list for missing clips. 

 SMOK-34014 The Alembic file is still saved after being deleted from an Action scene. 

Animation Editor 

 SMOK-30616 Track animation: shifting Keyframe as a gestural translate sets curve point to 0.0. 

 SMOK-32015 Animation menu disappears in batch. 

Archive / Restore 

 SMOK-20653 No archive date when archiving complete projects. 

 SMOK-26497 
Default archive size is always 1Gb - Cannot set a custom (or site setting) value and keep it 

after restart. 

 SMOK-29380 
Restore fails when not enough storage space is available due to proxies not being 

considered in size estimate. 

 SMOK-31689 flame_archive: cannot add a library with -L mylib option 
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 SMOK-31816 flame_Archive: the option -v (verbose) does nothing. 

 SMOK-33021 We should be able to rename Archive Sessions and archive content. 

Audio 

 SMOK-31108 Negative dB values are not properly shown in the Audio Desk. 

AVIO 

 SMOK-25227 AJA: Support for HDMI audio output. 

 SMOK-30780 Pop noise is generated by capture using the Io XT. 

 SMOK-33313 Video track is not enabled by default when going to Output Clip. 

Backburner 

 SMOK-25489 
Too many times same system is displayed as "absent" in BBM servers list if a line is 

missing from backburner.xml. 

Batch / BFX 

 SMOK-30086 Wrong result for background render with a paint node. 

 SMOK-30229 Copy-Paste gap BFX from one timeline to another invalidates renders. 

 SMOK-30893 Timewarp asks for a matte when switching interpolation type after BFX render. 

 SMOK-30957 Multiple write file nodes slowness when rendering in Batch. 

 SMOK-31190 Batch history view displays contexts saved in batch. 

 SMOK-32406 Color warper and Mimic Link don't work. 

 SMOK-32494 Different results between 2013 SP5 and 2016 when using sources with Action nodes. 

 SMOK-32692 Odd height resolution is rounded to even in Batch. 

 SMOK-32700 Preview button refresh issue when sources are static in the Action node. 

 SMOK-32744 Node naming issue preventing batch setups or BFXs to load. 

 SMOK-32823 Rendering may take a long time to start with complex setups. 

 SMOK-33097 Batch Write File Node does not create folders for Open Clip XML. 

 SMOK-33370 No easy way to delete _Cache_ library content. 

 SMOK-33507 Alt-Click on Batch's Save button saves a setup with unresolved tokens in the name. 

 SMOK-33792 Action direct media in the BFX not properly restored from legacy archives. 

Conform 

 SMOK-20969 Linking media does not respect consolidation option. 

 SMOK-22344 Consolidated handles is not consistent in conform. 

 SMOK-24657 Spontaneous reordering of events in the conform list. 
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 SMOK-30336 Specific XML and AAF from DaVinci 11 cannot be imported. 

 SMOK-30621 XML import has shifted layers. 

Creative Tools 

 SMOK-31007 Odd height value for 10 and 12 bit clips are rounded as even by render on desktop tools. 

 SMOK-32729 Rendering clip from One node Batch does not keep the frame rate. 

 SMOK-32845 Field Merge: 10/12bit clips field is not mark as progressive. 

 SMOK-33933 Ctrl+D does not duplicate nodes in GMask. 

 SMOK-33973 Gradient Node's default colours are not useful. 

Data Management 

 SMOK-22744 
Newly converted project does not appear in the list of available projects until application 

restarts. 

 SMOK-22828 VREF stops if exiting application. 

 SMOK-23718 Delete project does not remove the project auto backup folder. 

 SMOK-26969 Contents of shared libraries are not always being saved. 

 SMOK-29482 Defaults Resolutions list order needs to be sorted by size. 

 SMOK-30420 Frames Free calculation broken in 2016. 

 SMOK-31168 sw_purge -D does not delete orphan frames anymore. 

 SMOK-31724 
Cannot set custom path for new project setups: Error: METADATA: Invalid framestore ID (-

1). 

 SMOK-31789 sw_df -v crashes on nfs filesystems. 

 SMOK-31850 Source Media Cache: Status icon and label refresh issues in Timeline and Conform. 

 SMOK-32528 Publish gets incrementally slower in a session. 

Documentation 

 SMOK-32173 Improve documentation about Converting pre anniversary projects. 

EditDesk, Desktop and Editing Tools 

 SMOK-25745 Expressions fail to update after copying Timeline FX to another segment. 

 SMOK-31059 Cannot copy a segment in a library sequence if the sequence is not opened. 

 SMOK-31751 Crash when using clip info on sequence proxy after a reformat. 

 SMOK-31911 Clip positions not retained when dragging clips in Media Panel in Dual view. 

IFFFS: Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 SMOK-30030 Crash when using the Coloured Frame shortcuts from Action's Clip Select menu. 
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Installation and Software Configuration 

 SMOK-31551 Alt-F4 is incorrectly enabled as Exit Application hotkey. 

Matchbox 

 SMOK-21488 UI may become corrupted when using Matchbox and LUT editor. 

 SMOK-33023 Blur Transition's Y value does not work. 

 SMOK-33624 Front Matte Offset in Proportion. 

 SMOK-34026 Action: Front Matte Offset matchbox node offset in proxy mode. 

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-22416 Hidden layer may be part of an exported timeline. 

 SMOK-25813 Export's temp libraries are sometime deleted before the job gets completed. 

 SMOK-28672 Export wrong start timecode with audio for 29.97 NDF sequence. 

 SMOK-28722 
Longer export time depending where "Colour Transform" is applied (pre-processing vs. 

export dialog). 

 SMOK-29813 12-bit RGB DPX from Resolve are seen BGR in Flame Family. 

 SMOK-30008 AUDIO stereo export in foreground is not accurate. 

 SMOK-30087 Export Audio 'Profile' preference not updated after selecting custom movie profile. 

 SMOK-30628 Link to Original media option is not working with TIFF 16 bit file. 

 SMOK-31526 Aspect ratio of NTSC QuickTime files changes from 1.33 to 1.35. 

 SMOK-31861 
Suspend/Resume image sequence exported using Backburner task or Backburner web 

gives incorrect result. 

 SMOK-32694 Audio distortion when export XAVC file. 

 SMOK-32824 Unnecessary processing is performed when exporting sequence only. 

 SMOK-32828 CRASH in export if you set the aspect ratio to "Clip Aspect". 

 SMOK-8365 Incorrect frame rate on exported H264 QuickTime files. 

Media Panel 

 SMOK-24381 Media Panel is hidden after loading an EDL/AAF/XML in Conform Tab. 

 SMOK-29627 
Media Panel shouldn't automatically scroll when the loaded item can be displayed on 

screen. 

 SMOK-30650 Closing / Collapsing a folder in the archive makes the top of the screen drop down. 

MediaHub 

 SMOK-28667 FCM refresh issue on audio clips if switching projects. 

Paint and Batch Paint 

 SMOK-16151 Recursive clone does not cover top and right edges. 
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Player 

 SMOK-29972 Playing in loop is not possible depending on the used 'play' hotkey. 

Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 SMOK-30511 Player plays back upscaled thumbnail at broadcast monitor. 

 SMOK-32152 
Selected clip in the Workspace is deleted if you use the Delete shortcut in the MediaHub 

Modal window. 

Processing / Burn / Background Reactor 

 SMOK-26803 Corruption when rendering in proxy mode on Burn or Background Reactor. 

 SMOK-29679 Slow read/write of DNxHD from ISIS to local storage. 

 SMOK-30332 HWAA setting is neither saved nor reloaded properly in the Batch setup sent to Burn. 

Publish 

 SMOK-32858 Publish of audio sequences does not set the right Source Index for discrete audio. 

Resolution Independence 

 SMOK-16568 Resize in Pre-Processing timeline not updated after debayer change. 

 SMOK-33766 Static optimization does not work when using ''Proxy on Scrub''. 

Shot Publish 

 SMOK-30478 Publish of audio sequences does not export properly discrete audio. 

 SMOK-32868 Write File 'Include Setup' does not include the whole setup 

 SMOK-33470 Shotgun job with a remote Backburner manager fail. 

Stabilizer 

 SMOK-28171 Track data is not saved correctly and trackers change color. 

Text 

 SMOK-30695 Setup length is not restored when a Text setup is loaded. 

 SMOK-31369 Entering and exiting Text FX or Text node invalidate Renders. 

 SMOK-33478 Text node does not keep the AA setting of individual clips. 

Timeline 

 SMOK-30605 Creating a timeline BFX with Secondary Track deletes Media. 

 SMOK-31756 Renders after a trim are wrong when history is enabled. 

 SMOK-31955 Timeline display when dealing with Time Display Mode in Frame. 

 SMOK-32251 Source is showing in the Timeline when Sequence is selected. 

 SMOK-32964 Focus does not switch to Sequence after an Editorial operation. 
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UI 

 SMOK-30157 Problems adjusting slider via Wacom Pen. 

 SMOK-33091 
UI glitch after Tooltip appearance connecting nodes and Tooltips not working in Schematic 

View. 

 SMOK-33694 
Pick Destination for Batch Group Creation does not allow selection of items out of visual 

view. 

Views and Multiviews 

 SMOK-26482 Entering Action Modular Keyer enables 2-Up view in Batch. 

 SMOK-26507 Views persistency issue in Action Timeline FX and Action One Node Batch. 

Wire 

 SMOK-30543 Progress is no longer shown when reformatting on Wire. 

Wiretap SDK 

 SMOK-30767 Unable to create user in non-standard location. 
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Fixed Bugs: Linux Only  

 Key Summary 

Action 

 SMOK-32454 Action desktop: "_exitAction.bak.action" backup file gets no longer written to disk. 

AVIO 

 SMOK-29138 AJA RTD output gets randomly black (with cursor on top). 

 SMOK-31626 Cannot change scan mode on Clip VTR Input. 

 SMOK-33791 
No 4K video workflows for Flare and Flame Assist without Autodesk’s HP workstations 

used as systems. 

 SMOK-33970 AJA output: 422 + headroom wrong video levels in preview. 

CER / CIP 

 SMOK-29046 CER tools fails to send report from Z800 - RH5.3 

Creative Tools 

 SMOK-32175 Lens Distort "Optimal Resize" re-enables on node duplication. 

EditDesk, Desktop and Editing Tools 

 SMOK-30769 Different gestural editings result in clips with empty audio tracks on. 

Hardware and OS 

 SMOK-24801 JAVA to be updated in the DKU. 

Installation and Software Configuration 

 SMOK-25733 Post-script in the application's .rpm applies incorrect UID to SP and QFE versions. 

 SMOK-27735 dlConfigCheck error 4101 & 4102 

 SMOK-33140 HpSetup_v1_25.txt missing from DKU 10.0.1. 

 SMOK-33177 INSTALL_FIRST: auto.master not updated correctly. 

Installation and Software Configuration  

 SMOK-27508 To be removed DVS video option(s) from init.cfg. 

LUSTRE: AVIO 

 SMOK-27124 Lustre 4K repo algorithm leaves artifact in broadcast monitor. 

LUSTRE: Color Mgt 

 SMOK-34230 33x33x33 3D LUTs are not properly displayed in Lustre. 
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LUSTRE: Color Secondaries 

 SMOK-33527 
If Point Tracker is not set to show, copying from one secondary to another will be 

incomplete. 

LUSTRE: Color Tools 

 SMOK-31185 Rounding issue with Convergence parameter. 

 SMOK-33009 Lustre Flag/Group move up/down operations are done blindly. 

LUSTRE: Metadata 

 SMOK-11958 
Red X is displayed when transcoding cut from EDL that contains multiple segments from 

the same media files. 

 SMOK-33175 HDR grade xml file does not match Dolby specs. 

LUSTRE: Playback 

 SMOK-24145 Performance issues when using TIFF stereo media (dual stream) with Wiretap Gateway. 

LUSTRE: Wiretap Gateway 

 SMOK-32579 Cannot generate local proxies for single Channel Matte OpenEXR files. 

RTD 

 SMOK-32172 No recue mechanism on dropped frames for RTD through AJA. 

 SMOK-33207 No PSF selection for RTD output to tape. 

Stone and Wire 

 SMOK-30000 Setting floatVideo=EXR:ZIP(S) in stone+wire.cfg prevents sw_serverd from starting. 

Timeline 

 SMOK-30632 Cannot gesturally edit (cut) when positioner focus is on an empty layer. 
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Fixed Bugs: Mac Only 

 Key Summary 

Action 

 SMOK-32986 IBL with a cubic map corruption with AMD graphic card. 

Archive / Restore 

 SMOK-26316 
Free Space Estimate : Pop up window shows wrong value if archiving to system 

drive. 

Creative tools 

 SMOK-32797 
Cannot select 2:3 insert option when monitor is running at 60Hz on Flare Mac 

setups running with Dual Monitors. 

LUSTRE: Tools 

 SMOK-32059 Lustre 2nd-screen does not work on iOS8 devices. 

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-17888 Resolution changed when exporting custom resolution ProRes QuickTime files. 

Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 SMOK-30510 Few hotkeys do not work in the Flame profile on the Mac product 
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Fixed Bugs: Reported Through the CER Program 

 Key Summary Reported by 

Action 

 SMOK-31338 
Flame crashes when dragging 3D shape node in 

Batch schematic – 2-Up view. 
1 Customer 

 SMOK-33569 

Shadow node causes corruption on Back of 

second empty Action node and resetting it will 

crash the application. 

1 Customer 

 SMOK-34309 
Loading an .fbx file in Action with "Add Nodes and 

Add Nodes + Media" crashes application. 
4 Customers 

Animation Editor 

 SMOK-33702 

Channel picking does not work and picking 

tangent crashes if there are too many channels in 

the editor. 

21 Customers 

Archive / Restore 

 SMOK-33274 
A 2015 Extension 2 SP1 archive restored in 2016 

SP1 will crash on save desktop. 
8 Customers 

Batch / BFX 

 SMOK-32506 
Flame Assist crashes when aborting entering a 

BFX. 
5 Customers 

 SMOK-33216 

Regrain custom curves sampling does not work 

with mixed pixel format inputs and may lead to 

crash. 

4 Customers 

 SMOK-33310 
Crash when exiting BFX created with Flowgraph 

enabled from a 3D Stereo Clip. 
1 Customer 

 SMOK-33581 
Crash when rendering a write file node after an 

undo when there are batch caches. 
11 Customers 

Creative tools 

 SMOK-30565 
Cannot exit history of Negative tool. Crash on 

application exit 
4 Customers 

Data Management 

 SMOK-31469 

Crash on project switch when wire-pushing media 

to a Shared Library of project on different 

partitions. 

17 Customers 

 SMOK-32651 
Some workspaces crash the application on start-

up. 
1 Customer 

EditDesk, Desktop and Editing Tools 

 SMOK-32769 
Crash when overwriting unlinked sequence into a 

different FCM sequence. 
3 Customers 

Matchbox 

 SMOK-33676 
Crash when loading a preset with a pop-up that 

has an invalid default value. 
1 Customer 

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-30813 
Crash when exporting in Foreground with No 

Mixdown option selected. 
3 Customers 

 SMOK-33383 
Multiple Sequences export crashes application 

while processing Audio Mixdown. 
10 Customers 
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MediaHub 

 SMOK-30216 
MediaHub import: crash when changing tape 

name with on-screen keyboard. 
1 Customer 

Player 

 SMOK-32225 
Application may crash when trying to jog in a 

player. 
47 Customers 

 SMOK-33640 

Crash when accessing Conform tab after 

reopening a sequence with Player Compare 

Mode enabled on unlinked media. 

10 Customers 

Timeline FX 

 SMOK-31162 
Crash when returning from 2D Transform 

Stabilizer entered from Timeline mini-UI 
3 Customers 
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Known Bugs: Common to All Platforms 

 Key Summary Workaround 

Action 

 SMOK-31403 
Application may freeze when viewing result after 

drawing Look At link in Action Timeline FX 
  

 SMOK-31425 
GMask: Drawing error when gradient point is near 

shape vertex.  

 SMOK-31477 
Banding is displayed when GMask plane is linked 

to a light. 
  

 SMOK-31876 
Loading Mask setup into Action with new inputs 

generates invalid inputs.  

 SMOK-32606 
Unable to extract layer node for an existing layer 

in the media list in a Batch Action Node. 

Two options: 

 For the copied Action node, add 

an internal layer and then extract, 

or  

 Save the batch setup, reload and 

the Ctrl-click will then work for the 

copied Action node. 

 SMOK-32882 

Media FX pipeline is very slow after modifying 

broadcast monitor timing from inside Action 

Timeline editor. 

Exit Action and then re-enter the 

Editor. 

 SMOK-33183 
Difficult to grab scroll bar when in 2-up view with 

the large priority view. 
  

 SMOK-33200 
Mask Tracer : After output customization, adding 

new GMask will hide it by default. 

1. Stop drawing after the first point 

and go to schematic. 

2. Switch to B12 Output'' and enable 

the axis. 

3. Get back to the viewer and ''Draw 

Shape'' mode to continue to draw 

your GMask. 

 SMOK-33211 
Object’s extension becomes out of sync while 

selecting new object type. 
  

 SMOK-33266 
GMask: Track shift data not applied to vertices on 

last frame.  

 SMOK-33273 

Loading Pre-2016 Action that contained source 

matte is split into 2 media inputs; second one 

with Modular Keyer ends up being empty. 

Import same media as in input one. 

 SMOK-33453 
Corruption in result when using : Lightbox, GMask 

with GMask link and Lens Flare.  

 SMOK-33722 
Mask Tracer: Mask scaling error when using 

'preview' in overscan/resize input workflow. 
  

 SMOK-33752 
Reformatting a sequence does not scale action 

objects when Action is used as a Timeline FX.  

 SMOK-33754 
Mask Tracer: widget position error in front/matte 

views when rescaling input. 

Use the F8 object view to create and 

edit your GMasks 

 SMOK-33771 
Adjusting Vertices numerical values in Context 

view creates incorrect Selection XYZ values.  

 SMOK-33785 
GMask Tolerance setting unexpectedly affects 

Blur. 
  

 SMOK-33816 Refresh issue of Clamp colours. 
Force any graphic refresh, such as 

advance a frame. 

 SMOK-33818 
3D path points: unexpected behavior with top 

view. 

Move the first added point, add on 

the modified 3D path the necessary 

points and then move all of them one 

by one to the desired position. 
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 SMOK-33820 
Matte Off button does not work with Batch Action 

GMask Modular Keyer. 

Disconnect the matte input from the 

MK Result node. 

 SMOK-33843 
3D Text: Conversion error using separate with 

scale/rotation profile. 
  

 SMOK-33992 
Camera 3D: Keyframe not set when orbiting a 

stereo camera even if Auto Key is set to ON. 
Set keyframe Manually. 

 SMOK-34239 
Projector using ''Exclusion'' or ''Screen'' blending 

modes makes blacks out all media in the scene. 
  

 SMOK-34538 

Media List: Activating the Divide Module in the 

media list on a text node source creates a light 

outline. 
 

Archive / Restore 

 SMOK-32784 

Size estimate will not get updated when toggling 

Cache Source Media ON after archiving the same 

media uncached. 

  

 SMOK-33188 

The application appears to be frozen during the 

tar creation / extraction - no feedback for several 

minutes. 
 

 SMOK-33800 
Restore file archive to a reversed Reel will crash 

the application. 
Restore to a library. 

 SMOK-33817 
Projects don't show up after entering Archive / 

Engineering Menu from MediaHub. 

Restart application or go first in 

MediaHub Projects before Archive 

(Engineering). 

 SMOK-33858 

Archive : Assert : Certain clips which are renamed 

outside of an archive can change the contents of 

the archive. 

Close the archive as soon as you are 

done archiving. Or do not rename 

with an opened archive. 

Audio 

 SMOK-33368 Audio waveforms not always updating. 
 

AVIO 

 SMOK-31176 
AJA Output clip dual link not configured if NVidia 

is set as broadcast 
Toggle NVidia back to AJA output 

 SMOK-34649 
Broadcast color space not properly persisted 

between sessions.  

Batch / BFX 

 SMOK-31518 
Batch Read File : Load As Version broken when 

you mix RGB/Alpha children. 
  

 SMOK-32813 

Application will crash when selecting stereo node 

with Preset pop-up if node is in Batch and BFX at 

the same time. 
 

 SMOK-32855 

Playback will be slow to start when viewing Action 

result view and there is available cache on the 

node. 

  

 SMOK-33905 
GMask vertices move on selection in Front view 

+ STV on. 

Make sure the clip you are editing the 

BFX isn't visible in the STV view 

 SMOK-34161 
Bypassing resize node does not switch to front 

input. 
  

Batch Group 

 SMOK-33644 

Leaving the Iteration/Render/Write File name field 

empty does not bring back the Default name 

specified in the Preferences. 
 

Color Management 

 SMOK-32504 
In NTSC projects, colour picker always clamp 

colours. 
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 SMOK-33076 
Invert of ACES_to_HD-video_1.0 ctf has a color 

shift. 

Use the following CTF files: 

 HD-video_to_ACES_v0.7 

 ACES_to_HD-video_v0.7 

Conform 

 SMOK-33163 
Frame rate of AAF files from MC8.4 is not 

displayed in MediaHub. 
  

 SMOK-34126 
Negative animated TW from FCP 7 XML & Avid 

Media Composer AAF are not accurate.  

 SMOK-34331 
Shots Sequence: Animated Timewarps with 

Negative values are not always created correctly. 
  

 SMOK-34397 
Shots Sequence shows multiple segment with TW 

for identical content.  

 SMOK-34446 
Crash when importing FCP XML that contains 

keycode data. 
  

Data Management 

 SMOK-32200 
Inconsistent source caching when dropping the 

same clip on timeline.  

 SMOK-32518 

Project Migration: Clips located in Libraries 

cannot be seen after conversion of some Pre 

2015 Projects. 

Restore the archive in version >= 

2014. 

 SMOK-33828 

Timeline : Cannot cache proxy only with ''Cache 

on Playback'' feature anymore if rendering option 

is set to ''Full Resolution'' (default). 

Change the selection in the render 

option to ''Full Resolution and Proxy'', 

then flush the renders on the timeline. 

 SMOK-34068 

Optional Proxies: Generated proxies will not be 

linked to source clip properly in Conform if a 'Re-

Match' needs to be done. 

Right-Click on the conform sequence 

to generate proxies. 

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-31186 
Exported MXF which used a preset that can have 

various Scan Format will always export in F1.  

 SMOK-31615 
Application will not export all audio tasks if one of 

the clips has no input. 
  

 SMOK-33194 

"Reset All" in Format Options will reset the In/Out 

on consolidated media and make media 

disappear. 
 

 SMOK-33684 
Importing only audio from a movie shows only 

one channel in timeline. 

Import entire clip and remove video 

tracks. 

 SMOK-33808 
Copying Format Options to a cached clip with 

audio will cause Backburner job to fail.  

 SMOK-33876 
Can't read some cineon files (from resolve) in 

flame. 
  

 SMOK-34190 
Canon XF444 10 bit Intra 210Mbps are seen as 

12 bit.  

 SMOK-34232 
MediaReactor (Drastic): DNG converted from 

.CR2 are displaying corruption on first & last lines. 
  

 SMOK-34685 

Crash when publishing AAF/XML if you have any 

transition other than dissolves (Wipe, Action, 

Matchbox) 

Remove any Wipe transition/Action 

transition/Matchbox transition before 

exporting an XML or AAF 

Media Panel 

 SMOK-33186 
Hangs when manipulating libraries with Sorting 

Containers ON. 
Do not use Sorting Containers. 

 SMOK-33230 
Batch group becomes active if the user right-

clicks over the icon.  

 SMOK-34095 Cursor/Icon lags when dragging media.   
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MediaHub 

 SMOK-31568 

MediaHub saved Preferences: A new uninitialized 

project opened within the session inherits the 

preferences of the opened project. 
 

Resolution Independence 

 SMOK-34473 

Matte Edge : Shrink's softness default value is 

resolution dependent. Pre-2016 setups are 

altered. 

  

Sparks 

 SMOK-33819 Lock Length is reset after entering Edit mode. 
After returning Edit mode, reset the 

parameter you want. 

Text 

 SMOK-34554 
Text Timeline FX result is not invalidated if 

modification is done using ''Paste'' hotkey. 

Modify a character after a Copy-Paste 

operation to force the invalidation 

Timeline 

 SMOK-34355 
Operations in multi-track timelines are slow when 

using long media with proxies.  

 SMOK-34414 
Auto Sync/Group is not working for imported 

media anymore. 
  

Timeline FX 

 SMOK-33352 
Deleting a keyframe in a Timewarp FX resets the 

head to 0.  

UI 

 SMOK-33477 
Names of overwritten sources clips are not 

entirely propagated to schematic. 
  

Wiretap Central 

 SMOK-33833 Exporting H264  IMA4 audio cannot be heard. 

 Use QuickTime player to play 

back the file, or 

 Use Wiretap Central 2015 installed 

on a separate station.  

Wiretap Gateway 

 SMOK-33205 
French locale will cause Wiretap Gateway 

problems. 
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Known Bugs: Linux Only 

 Key Summary Workaround 

 Central Install 

 SMOK-32525 
Central Install Lustre: Can't get source Gateway 

media via the Wiretap Server. 
Perform a local installation. 

Archive / Restore 

 SMOK-34328 
ArchiveComplete hook within archiveHook.py 

does not fire if it is called asynchronously.  

 SMOK-34593 

Slow archive restore on systems with XR 5412 

storage with default location for .mirror swdb 

recovery. 

You can setup a different location of 

the .mirror backup files modifying the 

DBBackupPath keyword in 

/usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg 

AVIO 

 SMOK-34090 
AJA RGB 10-bit signal corrupted if 8-bit gfx 

project or YCC readback disabled. 
Set project to 16-bit Graphic. 

Data Management 

 SMOK-33035 

Shared library content is corrupted in Lustre if 

you quit Flame without releasing the exclusive 

access. 

Prior to exit, release exclusive access. 

Flame Lustre Interoperability 

 SMOK-33742 
Wiretap proxies are lost reloading cut with 

OpenEXR.  

GPU Debayering 

 SMOK-32047 
ARRI GPU debayer decoding: It takes many 

seconds to start the first playback on Lustre. 
  

 SMOK-32628 
ARRI GPU debayering loses real time playback if 

you change preview timings. 

1. Load another ARRI clip (another 

resolution) and play it back. This 

will reset the GPU instances and 

restore real-time playback. 

2. Playback your 6k -debayered clip 

= once..twice = real time. 

 SMOK-33504 
RED Epic 5K R3D files do not play real-time in 

half debayering modes. 
  

 SMOK-34338 
RED GPU debayering, playback drops after 

multiple play/stop/scrub/play.  

Installation and Software Configuration 

 SMOK-34186 Eizo CG318 has incorrect Rec. 2020 preset. 

Before the firmware update, 

customers may manually edit the Rec. 

2020 preset and choose the "Rec 

1886" gamma option. 

LUSTRE: Color Secondaries 

 SMOK-30816 
CPU / GPU discrepancy when Axis with no shape 

applied. 
Delete the Axis. 

 SMOK-30824 
CPU / GPU discrepancy when using Outside and 

geom Link. 
  

 SMOK-34404 
Result matte incorrect when linking across 

secondary layers. 
Use shrink/grow. 
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 SMOK-34417 
Loading key preset into secondary layer 32 

crashes application. 
  

Lustre: Color Grading 

 SMOK-29737 
CPU/GPU returns different results when working 

with 16-bit media. 
  

LUSTRE: Render 

 SMOK-33523 
Lustre Interop: Rendering Proxies after HiRes will 

invalidate the HiRes which were rendered.  

LUSTRE: Wiretap Gateway 

 SMOK-32575 
Cannot modify the crop options on Gateway 

resize coming from Wiretap. 
  

MediaHub 

 SMOK-34391 
Crash when you drag & drop from Konqueror 

directly into the desktop in Reel mode. 
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Known Bugs: Mac Only 

 Key Summary Workaround 

Action 

 SMOK-33252 
Interactivity issue when moving GMask vertices in 

F4 view on a high resolution monitor. 
  

 SMOK-33440 

Many Matchbox/Lightbox shaders are not 

working properly on Mac with NVidia graphic 

cards. 
 

 SMOK-33451 
Lift Gamma Gain Lightbox shader crashes on 

Mac with NVIDIA GeForce GT graphic card. 
  

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-34582 
MediaReactor (Drastic) : MXF JPEG2K will 

display black on Mac. 

Play with bit depth resize: at some 

point the picture will appear. 
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